Abstract:
This working draft defines use-cases for negotiating a variety of forms of policy in the Web-
services architecture. Its purpose is to identify the policy requirements of the Web-services
application domain and the shortcomings of XACML when applied to that domain.

Status:
This version of the specification is a working draft of the committee. As such, it is expected
to change prior to adoption as an OASIS standard.
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1. Introduction

XACML is potentially well suited to serve the policy needs of the Web-services application domain. This document explores the requirements for XACML when used in that domain, in order to identify XACML’s shortcomings.

Several aspects of policy are considered, including: cryptographic-security policy, authentication policy, authorization policy, privacy policy, reliable-messaging policy and transaction policy.

2. Use-cases

2.1. Use-case 1: Submit request

Use-case 1 is shown in Figure 1. In this case, Consumer submits a service request to Provider. If the service request conforms with Provider’s policy for requests, then Provider accepts the request. Otherwise, it returns a fault status. Optionally, in the fault case, it returns its policy for requests of the type.

This use-case applies to situations in which Provider imposes requirements on the form of acceptable service requests and/or is willing to accept service requests of a certain form. This situation exists, for instance, where Provider requires Consumer to authenticate itself, or allows Consumer to confidentiality-protect submitted data.

Figure 1 - Use-case 1
The corresponding sequence diagram is shown in Figure 2.

![Sequence Diagram](image)

**Figure 2 - Use-case 1 sequence**

1. Consumer forms a service request in compliance with its own policy for the request type.
2. Consumer sends the request to Provider.
3. Provider tests the request against its policy for the request type.
4. If the request satisfies Provider's policy, then Provider accepts the request and (optionally) returns a response. If the request does not satisfy Provider's policy, then Provider returns a fault status and, optionally, its policy for requests of the type.

**2.2. Use-case 2: Return response**

Use-case 2 is shown in Figure 3. In this case, Provider returns a service response to Consumer. If the service response conforms with Consumer's policy for responses, then it accepts the response. Otherwise, it discards the response.

This use-case applies to situations in which Consumer imposes requirements on the form of acceptable service responses and/or is willing to accept service responses of a certain form. This situation exists, for instance, where Consumer requires Provider to commit to certain of the contents of the response by signing them.

![Sequence Diagram](image)

**Figure 3 - Use-case 2**
The corresponding sequence diagram is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 - Use-case 2 sequence

1. Provider returns a response.
2. Consumer tests the response against its policy for responses of the type. If the response satisfies its policy, then it accepts the response. Otherwise, Consumer discards the response.

2.3. Use-case 3: Construct request

Use-case 3 is shown in Figure 5. In this case, Consumer forms a request that it knows will be accepted by Provider because it conforms with Provider’s policy for requests of the type. This use-case applies to situations in which Consumer cannot form an acceptable service request by trial and error. Rather it must form a service request that it can be certain is acceptable to Provider. Therefore, Provider describes in its policy the functions that it insists on performing and the functions that it is willing and able to perform. There may be differential costs associated with alternative functions. Therefore, Provider may wish to indicate which of the alternative functions it prefers to perform.

This situation exists, for instance, where Consumer’s policy requires that certain contents be encrypted, while Provider’s policy requires that certain other contents be “in the clear”. Consumer is able to form a request in which information that is required to be encrypted is encrypted, and information that is required to be “in the clear” is “in the clear”.

Figure 5 - Use-case 3
The corresponding sequence diagram is shown in Figure 6.

**Figure 6 - Use-case 3 sequence**

1. Consumer requests Provider’s policy for requests.
2. Consumer obtains Provider’s policy for requests.
3. Consumer combines Provider’s policy for requests with its own.
4. Consumer forms the request in conformance with the combined policy for requests.
5. Consumer sends the request for service to Provider.
6. Provider verifies that the request satisfies its policy for requests.
7. If it does, then it accepts the request and (optionally) returns a response. Otherwise, it returns a fault status.

**2.4. Use-case 4: Construct response**

Use-case 4 is shown in Figure 7. In this case, Provider forms a response that it knows will be accepted by Consumer, because it conforms with Consumer’s policy for responses.

This use-case applies to situations in which Provider cannot form an acceptable response by trial and error. Rather it must form a service response that it can be certain is acceptable to Consumer. This situation exists, for instance, where Provider’s policy requires that certain contents be encrypted, while Consumer’s policy requires that certain other contents be “in the clear”. Provider is able to form a response in which information that is required to be encrypted is encrypted, and information that is required to be “in the clear” is “in the clear.”
Figure 7 - Use-case 4

The corresponding sequence diagram is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8 - Use-case 4 sequence

1. Consumer forms the request.
2. Consumer sends the request for service to Provider.
3. Provider obtains Consumer's policy for responses.
4. Provider combines Consumer's policy for responses with its own.
5. Provider forms a response in conformance with the combined policy for responses.
6. Provider returns the response to Consumer.

2.5. Use-case 5: Disclose confidential data

Use-case 5 is shown in Figure 9. In this case, the Provider discloses to Recipient data provided to it by Consumer, in conformance with its own and Consumer's policy for disclosure.
This use-case applies when Consumer provides confidential information, including (but not limited to) personal information, and Provider has to pass certain parts of the confidential information to another entity, not governed by Provider.

**Figure 9 - Use-case 5**

The corresponding sequence diagram is shown in Figure 10.

**Figure 10 - Use-case 5 sequence**

1. Consumer submits data to Provider.
2. Provider obtains Consumer’s policy for disclosure.
3. Provider combines Consumer’s policy for disclosure with its own.
4. Provider evaluates its own and Consumer’s policy for disclosure.
5. If the policy is satisfied, then Provider discloses the data to Recipient. Otherwise, it does not.
2.6. Use-case 6: Intermediary request

Use-case 6 is shown in Figure 11. In this case, Consumer sends a service request to Intermediary. Intermediary forwards a modified request to Provider. Intermediary modifies Provider’s policy for requests to express its additional policy requirements.

This use-case applies when Intermediary must examine or modify certain parts of the service request, but Provider is unaware of Intermediary’s requirements. This situation exists, for instance, if Intermediary routes the request according to certain of its contents and neither Consumer nor Provider are aware of the algorithm or data requirements of Intermediary, and therefore, Consumer may encrypt the information required by Intermediary for the ultimate recipient, thereby making it unavailable to Intermediary.

Figure 11 - Use-case 6
The corresponding sequence diagram is shown in Figure 12.

**Figure 12 - Use-case 6 sequence**

1. Intermediary requests policy from Provider.
2. Provider returns policy to Intermediary.
3. Intermediary combines Provider’s policy with its own.
4. Consumer requests policy from Intermediary.
5. Intermediary returns policy to Consumer.
6. Consumer prepares a request in conformance with policy.
7. Consumer submits a conformant request to Intermediary.
8. Intermediary modifies the request.
9. Intermediary forwards the request to Provider.

Note: Consumer does not have to be aware that the policy provided by Intermediary is the result of combining Intermediary’s policy with that of Provider.
2.7. Use-case 7: Intermediary response

Use-case 7 is shown in Figure 13. In this case, Provider sends a service response to Intermediary. Intermediary sends a (potentially) modified response to Consumer. Intermediary modifies Consumer’s policy for responses to express its additional policy requirements.

This use-case applies when Intermediary must examine or modify certain parts of the service response, but Consumer is unaware of Intermediary’s requirements. This situation exists, for instance, if Intermediary routes the response according to certain of its contents and neither Consumer nor Provider are aware of the algorithm or data requirements of Intermediary, and therefore, Provider may encrypt the information required by Intermediary for the ultimate recipient, thereby making it unavailable to Intermediary.

Figure 13 - Use-case 7
The corresponding sequence diagram is shown in Figure 14.

**Figure 14 - Use-case 7 sequence**

1. Intermediary obtains policy from Consumer.
2. Intermediary combines Consumer’s policy with its own.
3. Provider obtains policy from Intermediary.
4. Provider prepares a response in conformance with policy.
5. Provider returns response to Intermediary.
6. Intermediary modifies the response.
7. Intermediary returns the response to Consumer.

### 2.8. Use-case 8: Multiple sources

Use-case 8 is shown in Figure 15. In this case, the complete policy associated with a particular operation (whether request or response) is formed by combining policies from a number of sources.

This use-case applies, for instance, when the policy applicable to a request is defined at both the departmental and corporate levels. Either the policies may be combined or the evaluation results may be combined. Combination may be performed by the policy user or by another actor.

Policy fragments may be referenced by name.
Figure 15 - Use-case 8

The corresponding sequence diagram is shown in Figure 16.

Figure 16 - Use-case 8 sequence

1. Policy writer 1 prepares policy fragment 1.
2. Policy writer 2 prepares policy fragment 2.
3. Policy user obtains policy fragment 1.
4. Policy user obtains policy fragment 2.
5. Policy user combines policy fragment 1 and policy fragment 2.

2.9. Use-case 9: Second party combines

Use-case 9 is shown in Figure 17. In this case, the combined policy associated with a service request is formed by Provider and then returned to Consumer.

This use-case applies when Provider is unwilling to reveal its policy, for instance, if it wishes to ensure that it preferred options are used by Consumer.
Figure 17 - Use-case 9

The corresponding sequence diagram is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18 - Use-case 9 sequence

1. Consumer sends policy for request to Provider.
2. Provider combines Consumer’s policy for request with its own.
3. Provider returns the combined policy to Consumer.
4. Consumer submits a request that conforms with the combined policy.

2.10. Use-case 10: Third party combines

Use-case 10 is shown in Figure 19. In this case, the combined policy associated with a service request is formed by a third party and then returned to Consumer.

This applies when neither Consumer nor Provider wishes to reveal its policy to the other.
Figure 19 - Use-case 10

The corresponding sequence diagram is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20 - Use-case 10 sequence

1. Consumer sends policy for request to Third party.
2. Provider sends policy for request to Third party.
3. Third party combines Consumer’s policy for request with Provider’s policy for request.
4. Third party returns the combined policy to Consumer.
5. Consumer submits a request that conforms with the combined policy.

3. Policy communication

In all use-cases, policy instances may be communicated in any one of a number of ways. For instance:
In the case of simple service provision, where Consumer sends an isolated service request to Provider, Provider may publish its policy in one or more of a number of ways: by WSDL, by HTTP, by LDAP or by SQL or SAML request/response.

In the case of complex service provision, the Provider and Consumer may communicate their policies to one another in a negotiation phase by including them as SOAP headers.

4. Language support

The policy language has to support alternative combinations of requirements, which gives rise to the need for logical combining operations, such as OR and AND. Support for cryptographic- security requirements gives rise to the need for integer comparison operations, such as greater-than and less-than, and set operations, such as subset and superset, over XML nodes and resource identifiers.

It must also be possible to indicate operations that must not be performed.

5. Requirements

5.1. R1 – Evaluates to Boolean

In order to support use-cases 1, 2 and 5, it must be possible to evaluate an instance of policy to produce a Boolean result. A TRUE result indicates that the requested action conforms with policy. A FALSE result indicates that it does not.

5.2. R2 – Amenable to combining

In order to support use-case 5, it must be possible to combine the results of evaluation of two or more policies. In order to support use-cases 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, it must be possible to combine and reduce two or more policies to derive a set of instructions (see R3).

5.3. R3 – Clear semantics

In order to support use-cases 3 and 4, it must be possible to derive from a policy instance a set of instructions for producing a request that conforms with the policy.

5.4. R4 – Common data-types

In order to support multiple policy types in an efficient and interoperable manner, a common set of data-types must be defined. This must include integers, XML nodes and resource identifiers.

5.5. R5 – Extensible data-types

In order to address unforeseen applications, it must be possible to extend the set of built-in data-types.
5.6. R6 - Common operators

In order to support multiple policy types in an efficient and interoperable manner, a common set of operators must be defined. These must include logical operators (including NOT), integer comparison operators and set operators.

5.7. R7 – Extensible operators

In order to address unforeseen applications, it must be possible to extend the set of built-in operators.

5.8. R8 – Multiple enforcement points

In order to support multiple policy types, each with a distinct enforcement point, it must be possible to target a policy instance at a specific enforcement point and message type, and for that enforcement point to be able to identify and obtain the piece of a policy instance that is appropriate to it. Enforcement points must, at least, include: cryptographic-security, authentication, authorization, privacy, reliable-messaging and transactions.

5.9. R9 – Multiple bindings

It must be possible to convey policy instances in a number of different protocols, including: WSDL, SOAP, LDAP, HTTP and SQL and SAML attribute request/response.

5.10. R10 – Preferences

It must be possible for a Web-services end-point to indicate its order of preference amongst a mutually-acceptable set of optional functions.

5.11. R11 – Capabilities

It must be possible for a Web-services end-point to indicate operations that it is capable of performing, as well as operations that it insists upon performing.

5.12. R12 – Specified order

It must be possible for a Web-services end-point to indicate the order in which it will perform operations.

5.13. R13 – Policy identified by name

It must be possible to reference a policy instance by name.

5.14. R14 – Attributes identified by name

It must be possible to reference attributes in a policy instance by name.

5.15. R15 – Attributes identified by location

It must be possible to reference attributes in a policy instance by location.
5.16. R16 – Behaviour in event attributes are unavailable

It must be possible to specify in a policy instance behaviour in the event that referenced attributes cannot be evaluated.
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